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Abstract 
We give a detailed proof of the Serre spectral sequence E, result for singular homology. 
The techniques then easily adapt to singular cohomology and to continuous cohomology for 
twisted Cartesian products of simplicial spaces. With a view to some particular applications, 
we include local coefficients for the homology and cohomology of the total space. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper has two aims. The first is to develop a version of the Serre spectral 
sequence applicable to continuous cohomology with local coefficients [l]. The 
second is to set forth a complete, routine proof of the Serre E, calculation within 
the context of singular homology and cohomology. In the presentation, the empha- 
sis is on the usual Serre theorems for homology and cohomology. This coincides 
with all but one of the steps needed for the continuous case. 
On the many occasions in graduate courses when I have carried out the E, 
calculation for the Serre spectral sequence, both the students and I have agreed 
that the material I presented could surely be reorganized into an actual proof of 
the desired theorem even including the cup product results. More recently, in 
trying to extend this calculation to continuous cohomology I discovered a routine 
proof which I here present. This proof is not any longer than the usual proofs and 
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consists of straightforward verifications of a number of lemmas. The proof is 
actually Serre’s original proof 171, adapted to singular simplicial chains and 
simplified by using Hurewicz fibrations and the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem. A 
number of proofs of the E, result begin with an attractive, simple idea. For 
example, assume the base is a CW complex, filter the total space by inverse images 
of the skeletons of the base and apply the Kunneth theorem to obtain E,. Our 
proof shares with Dress’s proof [4] the idea of looking at maps of A, X A, + E = 
total space. The main difference is that we move directly to routinely provable 
lemmas and, in our treatment, local coefficients and cup products are more 
transparent. In addition our method is in some sense choice free so that in the 
continuous case all maps carry continuous cochains to continuous cochains. 
We give a detailed proof for singular homology. With a view to some particular 
applications, we include local coefficients for the homology and cohomology of the 
total space. The techniques then easily adapt to singular cohomology. We then 
introduce simplicial spaces and twisted Cartesian products. Our proof for singular 
cohomology then goes through for continuous cohomology. 
The particular applications referred to above appear in [2,3] in the following 
context: We study topological spaces localized with respect to the real numbers 
which means one alters the category of topological spaces and continuous maps by 
formally making into isomorphisms, maps f : X + Y such that f induces isomor- 
phisms on the fundamental group and on cohomology with local coefficients over 
real representations of the fundamental group. It turns out that in this setting one 
needs continuous cohomology, for example, on K(R, n) viewed as a simplicial 
space and in the Serre spectral sequence for fibrations with fibre K(R, n). 
The proofs of most of the lemmas are very routine verifications that A = B by 
checking the definitions of A and B. We omit these proofs, indicating their 
absence by “Proof straightforward”. 
2. The Serre spectral sequence 
Let A, be the standard q-simplex, that is A, = {(to, t,, . . . , tl> 1 tj E R, Citi = 1, 
ti a O} and let e, : A,_, --j A, and di : A, + A,_, be the usual face and degeneracy 
maps. For a space X, let A,(X) be the set of all continuous maps T : A, -+X and 
let ai : A,(X) + A,_,(X) and si : A,(X) *A,+,(X) be the face and degeneracy 
maps defined by composition with ei and dj. Let A(X) be the simplicial set [61 
IA,(X), a,, sJ. 
Suppose r : X-+ B is a continuous map, B is O-connected, b, E B and F = 
cl(b,J. Let A(F), A(X, b,), A(B, b,) and A(B, bJP be respectively, all singular 
simplices of F, all singular simplices of X with vertices in F, all simplices of B 
with vertices at b,, and the smallest subsimplicial set of A(B, b,) containing 
A,(B, b,), q up. Let Tp = r-‘(A(B, bJP) cA(X, b,). 
For any of the simplicial sets A = A(F), A(X, b,), . . . let C,(A) be the free 
Abelian group generated by (A),, modulo all degenerate simplices s,T, T E (A),_,, 
0 <i <q - 1. Suppose G is an Abelian group. Let C,(A; G) = G @ C,(A), 
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Cqd; G) = Hom(C,(A), G), a, 6 and H&A; G) and IWA; G) as usual. Hereafter 
we write c,(F; G), CJX; Cl, CJB; G) and APs4 for C,(A(Fk Gh 
C,(A(X, b,); G), c,(A(B, b,); G) and Cp_+&P; G), respectively, and similarly 
for H,, H* and C*. 
We deal with local coefficients as follows: Suppose .A is a grow which acts on 
G and M is a simplicial set, for example M= {A,(B, b,), ai, si). 
Definition 2.1. A function t : M, * A is a local system on M if it satisfies t(s,m) = 1 
for all m E MO and t(Qn>t(~,m> = t(a,m> for all m eM2. 
Define 3, : C,(M; G) -+ C,_,(M; G) by 
4@ = (t(&) %++~rn + C{ -l)‘&m 
i>o 
where gm = g @ m. Define 6, : C”(M; G) + Cq+‘(M; G) by 
(s,u)(m) =t((a,)“m)-‘u(a,m) + C( -l)‘u(aim). 
i>o 
Let H&M; G,) = H,(C,(M; G), a,) and define H *CM; G,) analogously. 
Suppose i : A(B, b,), -+ A is a local system. Then t = jr : A(X, b,), + A is a 
local system. Following the notation of [71, let 
cp34 = a EAP’Q(?.$ir EAp-r}, I I 
cp= aEA;+,/a,a=oj, { 
Bps4 = {a EA~P+~ 1 a = a$, b E#‘+~}, r 
Bp,q = a E A,P+q m 1 la=@, b~c,(X; G)}, 
Eflq = C;,q/( C,4r;‘~~+~  B;_$). 
For all of the above groups, for example C~‘T~, let 
c, = ccIp,q. 
4 
The boundary map, a,, induces maps d, : EF,q + Ef-‘,q+‘-l with d: = 0. Let 
lIpa4 = image~Hp+qt~p, at) +Hpfq(X; G,)). 
Remark. The groups H,(B; Gil and H,(X; G,) are naturally isomorphic to the 
singular homology groups of B and X with local coefficients. One may equally 
we11 use the local coefficient system {H,(F,; Gl! b E B) instead of using a base 
point. 
Note: 
Lemma 2.2. For r > max(p, q + q), E,Psq = Ep. 
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Proof straightforward. 
Straightforward applications of the first and second isomorphism theorems for 
groups yield: 
Theorem 2.3. The obvious maps yield isomorphisms 
EP,q=Hq(E;-,, d,_& r 
EPA =DP>4/DP-h+? 
m 
Furthermore, 
O=D-~J’+~CD~J’C . . . cD”*O=H,(X; G,). 
Suppose rr : X + B is a Hurewicz fibration, that is, the homotopy lifting prop- 
erty holds for all spaces [8]. Let B’ denote the path space of maps of Z = [O, 11 into 
B and 
U= U,= {(x, a) ~XxB’la(0) =rx}. 
Let p : U --) B be given by p(x, a) = ~411, and i: U +X by i(x, a) =x. The 
homotopy lifting property gives a map A : U -tX’ such that rrh(x, cr) = (Y and 
A(x,a)(O) =x. The map A is called a lifting function for r [5]. 
Remark. For any map 7 : X -+ B, p : U,, + B is a Hurewicz fibration and the map 
j: X+ U, by j(x) = (x, (Y,), (Y, = constant path at x, gives a commutative diagram 
x--i--, u, 
1 1 
37 P 
B=B 
and j is a homotopy equivalence. Thus one can associate a Serre spectral sequence 
to any map. 
Let A be a lifting function of r: X-t B, L?(B) = {(Y E B’ I a(O) = a(l) = b,), 
h : F x L!B + F, by h(x, a) = h(x, a)(l), and h,(x) = h(x, a). 
Lemma 2.4. (i) Zf LY and p E fin(B) are homotopic, then h, and h, are homotopic. 
(ii) Zf a@ denotes path multiplication, then h,, and h,h, are homotopic. 
(iii) Zf a0 is the constant loop, then ha0 is homotopic to the identity map. 
Proof straightforward. 
Recall, t : A,(B, b,) --, A is a local system. Let s: A,(B, b,) + Auto(H,(F; G)) 
be given by s(T)(u) = i(T)(h,),.u). One easily checks that s is a local system. 
Let 4: Apsq + C,(B; C,(F; G)) be given by 
+(gT) = (g(a,+JpT) @ @o)‘rT. 
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Theorem 2.5. The map 4 is well defined (i.e., if T E r,“+, and (a,,)‘rT is nom&m- 
crate, (aq+l)PT E A(F)) and it induces a map &, making a commutative diagram 
40 E,$‘,q - Cp(B; C,(F; G)) 
I 
do 
I 
a, 
40 E$J-1 __, Cp(B; C,-l(F; G)) 
where 3, is induced by a: C,(F; G) 4 C,_JF; G). 
Furthermore, &, induces an isomorphism +1 making a commutative diagram 
Ef.9 
43 - Cp(B; Hq(F; G)) 
I 
4 
1 
(- iw, 
,J7;-14 & Cp-@; ff,(F; G)) 
and hence an isomorphism 
& : E$,q =ffp(B; H,(F; G),). 
We prove Theorem 2.5 in Section 3 through a series of simple lemmas. 
We conclude this section with the cohomology version of the above. Again 
following the notation of [71, let 
A*p,q = 1 u E C”+“( X; G) I u( Tp-‘) = 0}, 
C”P.4 = 
r 1 
u l A*P’4 1 stu EA*P+w-r+l}, 
c*p,q = (u EA*P*q Ii+ = o}, m 
B*p,q = {u EA*P2q 1 u = 6,u, u EA*p-r}, 
I 
B*p3q = {u EA*~,~ 1 u = 6,u, v E C*(X; G)}, cc 
E*P.4 = C,*P>4/(C;_Pl+l,q--1 +Br*-_4.“). 
r 
The boundary map, a,, induces maps d, : EFpsq + E,7p+r,q--r+1 with dz = 0. Let 
D*pPq = kernel( Hp+q( X; G,) + Hp+q( Tp-‘; Gt)). 
Let 
4* : C”( B; Cq(F; G)) +A*“’ 
be defind by 
+*(V(T) = U((%)““T)(@q+,)“T) 
Then the analogues of Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 
particular, 
and Theorem 2.5 remain valid. In 
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Theorem 2.6. The obvious maps yield isomorphisms 
E*“’ = H,(E,*_P,, d,_I), r 
EeP.4 = 
m 
D*P,4 D"P+'J- 
/ ' 
Furthermore, 
0 =DW’+l,--l cD*“>~c . . . cD*OF +j”(X; G,), 
The map do* induces an isomorphism 
4; : HP( B; Hq( F; G),*) = ETpyq 
where s* : A(B, b,) + Auto H “(F; G) is given by s*(T)(u) = t(TXhF)-lu. 
Furthermore, 
Theorem 2.7. If G is a commutative ring and the local system s* is trivial, cup 
product on cochains makes ET into a ring and D* into an ideal where the p and q 
degrees add under multiplication. The maps d, are derivations in the graded sense. 
Finally, 4,* is a ring isomorphism with respect to the ring structure on 
H*(B; H *(F; G)) given by uv = (- l)pq’u U v, where u E HP(B; Hq(F; G)) and 
v E HP’(B; Hq’(F; G)). 
Remark. Theorem 2.7 remains true for local coefficients when cup product is 
defined appropriately. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 
Throughout this section we omit G from the notation. We begin by recalling the 
Eilenberg-Zilber theorem. Let A[q] be the simplicial set whose p-simplicies are 
(p + 1)-tuples 
i;.., . . . ) 
(i,, i,, . . . , i,), 0 Q i, < i, < . . . Q i, <q, a,<i,, . . . , ip) = (i,, . . . , 
i,), sj(io,. . . , ip> = (io.. . ii, ij.. . ip>. We view A[q] c A(A,) by identifying 
(i a,. . . , i,) with the linear map of A, into A, taking the jth vertex, vi to vij. Note if 
TEAM and u E A[q],, under composition, Ta EAT. For example L$T = 
T(0 ’ )...) I)...) q) and siT = T(0,. . . , i, i,. . . , q - 1). Note that any u E A[ql, can be 
written as u = ai1 . . .ai,sj, . . . sjk(O,. . . , q) and hence To = ail.. . ailsi,. . . sj,T. For M a 
simplicial set and m EM, we define mu by these formulas. If T E A,(XX Y), 
T = (T’, T”) denotes its components. 
Theorem 3.1 (Eilenberg-Zilber). There are chain maps f and g and a chain 
homotopy D, natural with respect o spaces X and Y satisfying: 
(i) C,(X) 8 C,(Y) 5 C.(XX Y) f C,(X) @ C,(Y). 
(ii) fg = identity. 
(iii) aD + Da = gf - identity. 
(iv) Zf T = (T’, T”) E A,(X X Y), f(T) = CT’(O,. . . , j) 8 T”( j,. . . , n). 
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(v) when X= A, and Y= A,, f, g and D take values in C,(A[pl) 8 C,(A[ql) 
and C,(A[pl X A[ql). (MaI X dql), = ALPI, X dql,). 
Theorem 3.1 may be easily proved using acyclic models (see [Sl) and it also holds 
in the setting of simplicial sets. 
Suppose r : X - B is a Hurewicz fibration and A is a lifting function for 7 as in 
Section2.ForT:A,~Xlet~:A,xA,~Xandi;:A,~I~Xbedefinedby 
%, ~2) = A(T(s,), rTy(s,, Q)(I) 
where y(s,, s2) is the path in A,, y(s,, s,)(t) = (1 - t)s, + ts,. 
f(s, t) =h(T(s), rTy(s, s>)(t). 
Note that if TEA(F), then T: A,, XI -+ F. 
Remark. In many situations it is possible to choose A so that A(x, c> =x when c is 
the constant path at TX, in which case one may omit T and D, below. 
Lemma 3.2. (i> If u E A[nl,, f(cr X a) = (5). A 
(ii) T(s, s) = T(s, 1). 
(iii) ,T<s,, SJ = rT(s,). 
(iv) T(s, 0) = T(s). 
(v) If (T E A[n],, f(cr x id) = (Ta). 
(vi) Zf T:A&, rT=V(O ,..., i,i ,..., n-l> and k<i, then f<O ,..., k) 
x(k,..., n> = (a,, ,T)(O, . . . , k) x (k, . . . , i, i, . . . , n - 1). 
Proof straightforward. 
If U:A,+F and V:A,+B, let U#V:A,XA,+X and I~*V:A,XA,_~ 
x I +X be given by: 
u#V(s,, ~2) =A(W,), VY(V,, @)(I), 
u* V(s,, $2, t) 
=A(A(W,), VY(V,, vi>)(t), VY(Y(U,> vi)(t)> (l,...~)s,))(l), 
where vi is the ith vertex of A,. 
Lemma 3.3. 61 If u E A[q],,, T E A[p],, and Q-(vJ = vo, then U#V((+ x 7) = 
(Ua>#(V7> and U * V(a x id) = (Ua> * V. 
(ii> U#V/(s,, (1,. . . , p)s2) = U * V(s,, s2, 0) and U* V(s,, s2, 1) = 
(h,U)#a,V(s,, s,), where (Y = VA(v,, vl>. 
(iii) r(U#V)(s,, sJ = V(s,) and a(U * V)(s,, s2, t> = (?i,V)(s,>. 
(iv> If n =p + q and rT = rT(O,. . . ,O, 1,. . . , p), then f(O,. . . , q) X (4,. . . , n) = 
T(O, 1,. . ., q)#rT(q,. . ., n>. 
Proof straightforward. 
Let 
c#~4”,~4,(B; C,(F)), 
1,5 : CP(B; C,(F)) +AP.q, 
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D, : AP4 _,AP4+1, 
D,: C,(B, C,(F)) +Ap-‘,q+‘, 
D,: Cp(k C,(F)) + Cp(R Cq+#)) 
be given by 
4(T) =T(O,...,q) @qC?,...?q+P), 
ccl(U@V) =(D#Iq*(g((O,...,q) @(OY..J#)> 
where g is as in Theorem 3.1. 
DI(T)=f,(D((O,...,p+q),(O,..vp+q))) 
+f*g((O , . . ., P + 4) @ (0, 1)) 
where D is as in Theorem 3.1. 
D,(U~V)=(-l)p+qU*T/(~((O,...,q)~~((O,...,p-~)~(O,~)))), 
D3(U@V)=(-1)q&.(g((0,...,q)~(0,1)))~I/. 
Theorem 2.5 follows from: 
Lemma 3.4. (i) 4 is well defined, 4(Ap-‘) = 0 and @ = a, 4. 
(ii) Image(@) is in AP and $a, = all, mod Ape’. 
(iii) a, D, + D3i3* = 44 - id. 
(iv) 1f TEAM, then D,T EAT and on AP, a,D, + D,a, = $4 - id mod ApP1. 
(v) D,(U 63 V) E AP-’ and 
a,~(u~~)=s(aU~,)+(-1)q~(h,Usa,V)+~(-1)’+q~(U~Pail/) 
i>O 
+ a,D,(U@ V) + D&au) 8 I’) 
where (Y = Vy(u,, vl) and WEA~-~. 
Note that by Lemma 3.4(i)-&), 4 induces an isomorphism 4i : EfTq = 
C,(B; H,(F)) whose inverse is induced by I,!J and hence by Lemma 3.4671, 
&dl+;1( c 8 V) = ( - l)“a,(c 8 V) 
thus proving Theorem 2.5. 
Proof. For the moment we assume that A acts trivially on the coefficient group G. 
We then show how the nontrivial case can be reduced to the trivial case. 
(i) If T=APpq and vT(q,. . ., q +p) is nondegenerate, TT = rT(O,O, . . . ,O, 
1 , . . . , p) and hence T(0,. . . , q) E A(F). If T E ApP1, rT(q, . . . , q +p) is degener- 
ate. Suppose TT = rT(O, . . . , OJ, . . . , p). Then $(aT) = a,$(T). If n-T = 
rT(O ,..., 0, l,..., i, i ,..., p), $(aT)=O. 
(ii) 
$(U@Iq =(U#Iq*(g(O,...,q) @(O,...,P)) 
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and since rU#V(s,, sJ = I/(s,), $(U @J V) EAR. Furthermore 
V,(U@JV) =(u#v)*(g(a((o,...,s) @(O,...,P)))) 
= rj((XJ) 8 V) mod Ape’. 
(iii) Suppose c = (v’, a”) is a nondegenerate p + q-simplex of A[ql X A[ pl and 
(T’Yq,. . . ) q +p) is nondegenerate. Then V’ = (0, 1,. . . , q, q,. . . , q) and a” = 
(0, . . . ) 0, 1, 2, . . . , p>. Since fg((O,. . . ,4) @ (0,. . . , p>) = (0,. . . , s> @ (0,. . . , p), 
gK0,. . .) 4) @ (0,. . ., p)) equals u as above plus simplices of the form CT’, 7”) 
where T”(q,. . . , p + q) is degenerate. Hence 
N(U@~) =~((U#V)*(g((O,...,q) @(O>...YP))) 
=#J(@JW)*(d 0”)) 
= (U#V)*(a’, a”)(O,...,q) 
@r((u#v*(a’, a”)(q,...,P+q) 
=r7@V 
where c!?(<s> = MU(s), cr,Jl). On the other hand 
a*o,=(-l>“a~*(g((o,...,q) @(O, 1))) @Jv 
= -D,(au@v)+(u-U)@V. 
(iv) Suppose n =p + q and T E Ap*q. 
W,(T) =&&I((0 ,..., n)(O ,..., n))) 
+ f*(g((O ,...,n) @ (1)) -g((OY.4) @ (0))) 
+ F* 
( 
Cg*((O )...) k)(k )..., n)) - (0 )...) n)(O )...) n) 
k 
By Lemma 3.2(u), 
P*((O )..., n)(O,.. .,n))(s> = @, s> 
= f(s, 1) 
= f*((O,... ,n), (l))W 
= f*(g((O ,...,n) @(l)))(s). 
By Lemma 3.2(k), 
f*(g(O ,...,n) @(O))(s) = ~*((%..,n), (O))(s) 
= f( s, 0) 
= T(s). 
Hence 
aD,(T) +D,3T+ T= f,(&,((O ,..., k) @ (k ,..., n))). 
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The terms in the above sum with k > q are in Ape’. Suppose k = q. The above 
argument in the proof of (iii) concerning u = ((T’, a”) shows that 
F*(g(O ,...,4) @ (G.4)) 
= F((O ,...,4, 4,...,4), (O,...,O, 1,2,..4)) 
modulo Ape’. Hence by Lemma 3.3&j, 
f*(g(O ,...,4) @(4,...,n)) 
=T(O ,..., s)#~T(q,...,n)(g(O,...,q)~(q,...,n)) 
= W&(T). 
Suppose k<q. Then rT=V(O ,..., i, i ,..., n), k<i, V:A,_,+B, and hence by 
Lemma 3.2(G), 
?&(O,...,k) @ (k.4) 
=i$+,T((O ,..., k)(k ,..., i,i ,..., n-l))(g(O ,..., k)@(k ,..., rz)) 
which is degenerate. Thus, aD,T + D,aT = Yf@T - T. 
(v) By Lemma 3.3(i), 
aw(m3 v) =a(u#v>,(g(o,...,q)~(o,...,p)) 
= w(au)#v+ C(- l)‘+VqU#a,V) 
i>O 
+(-l>“(U#V>(g(O,...,q) @(l,...,P)). 
By Lemma 3.3(n), 
(Wq*(s(O,...,q) @(l,...,P)) 
=(u*v>*(g(g(O,...,~)~(O~...~P-l))~(O)). 
By Lemma 3.361, 
aD,(U@ V) 
=(-l)“a(u*v(g(g(O,...,q)~(o,...,P-1))~(0,1))) 
= -D2(W* V) 
+(-l)“C(-l)U*V(g(g(O )...) q)@(O )...) z ,*.., P-l))@(O,l)) 
+(U*V>*(g((O,...,q)~(O,...,P-l)),O) 
-(U*V)*(g((O,...,q) @(O,...,P- l))? 0). 
The terms involving (0,. . . , L, . . . , p - 1) are all in Ap-2 and we denote their sum 
by W. By Lemma 3.3(E), 
(U*V)*(g(O,...,q) @(O,...,P-l)> (1)) =q(hJJ@aoV. 
Combining the above formulas gives (v). 
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TO complete the proof of the lemma we must extend the above to the case in 
which A acts nontrivially on G. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
A = rr(B, b,) and t(T) = [T]-‘. Let p: B +B be the universal cover of B, 
+T - l( b,) and A(B) = p- ‘(A(B)). For each b E 8 choose a path @b from b to 
b,, let Pb = [ p@J E A, and let n : CJI?; G) + C,(B; G) by T(gT) = (Pr(+,,g)7’. 
Let A act on C(& G) by a(gT)= (ag)(crT). Then $ = +n and n induces an 
isomorphism n : C, (Z?; G)/A = C, (B; G). Let d -+ X be the covering space 
induced by TX --f B from B -+ B. The analogue of the above gives an isomorphism 
n : c,(8; G)/A = C,(X; G) and $ = atn. Let C,(& C&F; G)) be the subspace 
of $(I?; Cq((rp)-‘(b,,); G)) generated by (gU@ V) where VE A(B) and UE 
A(X) such that Z-PU(A,) = {b,) and pU(u,) = V(u,>. The definitions of the maps 
$, 4, D,, D, and D, make sense on C,(d; G) and C,@; C,(F; G)), are A 
equivariant, and satisfy the lemma with the trivial A action. Dividing through by A 
gives the lemma in general. 0 
The cohomology version of the E, calculation follows from Lemma 3.4 by 
applying Hom( , G) to the various maps in Lemma 3.4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We omit G from the notation. We apply the standard 
machinery which shows that the cup product is commutative in cohomology. Recall 
[8] the cup-l product on a p-cochain W and a q-cochain 2 satisfies: 
wu,Z(T)=~*W(T(O )...) i,i+s )...) p+q-l))Z(T(i )...) i’q)), 
6(wulz)=wuz-(-1)pqzuw-(~w)u1z-(-1)pwu1~z. 
The class u E HP(B; Hq(F)) can be presented by U E CP(B; Cq(F)) and I/E 
CP+‘(B CqP1(F)) where &U(T)) = 0, U(aT) = SV(T) and u = {{U]]. Similarly let 
U’ and ‘V’ represent u’. Let U(d ))(S) denote the cochain whose value on T is 
U(rTXS). Let S,U(TXS) = U(aT)(S), &U(T)(S) = U(T)(S) and let D(U, U’> E 
Cp+p’+q+q’-l(X) be given by 
D(U, U’) = U(r( ))(T(O>...,q)) 
U,U’(n-T(p+q+q’ ,...,P+q+P’+q’)( >> 
X(T(q ,...,P+q+q’)). 
Then D(U, U’> EA*~+~“~+~‘-~ and hence 6D(U, U’) E B*p’fp’. 
6D(U, U’) =4*(U) u+*(U’) - ( -l)“q’~*Uu U’&D(6,U, U’) 
fD(G,U, U’) kD(U, S,U’) kD(U, 6&J’). 
Then 6,U = 6,U’ = 0, 6,U = 6,V’ and hence D(U, 6,U’) + D(6,U, U’) has filtra- 
tion degree p +p’ + 1 since VE Cpfl, and is a cocycle and thus it is an element of 
C*p+p’+l. Hence +~(u>~~(u’! = $,*<uu’). 1 
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4. Continuous cohomology 
Let 9 denote the category of topological spaces and continuous maps and let 
A7 be the category of simplicial topological spaces. Let G be a topological 
Abelian group. Define the normalized, continuous cochains on XE AY with 
coefficients in G by 
Cq(X; G) = {U: X, + G I u continuous, q = 0 all i}. 
Suppose A is a topological group acting continuously on G and t : X, + A is a 
continuous local system. The coboundary operator 6, makes sense and one defines 
the continuous cohomology to be 
Hq(X; G,) =Hq(C*(X; G), 8,). 
We define twisted Cartesian product as in [6, p. 711. 
Definition 4.1. Suppose B and F E A7 and K is a simplicial topological group 
which acts on F. We say that X E AT is a twisted Cartesian product (= TCP) 
[l-3] with base B, fibre F and structural group K if X, = B, 8 Fq for each q and 
there are maps r : B, -+ K,_ 1 such that the face and degeneracy operators on X 
are given by 
%(bY f) = (%b, r(VV), 
a,(b, f) = (a$, a,f>, i > 0, 
q(b, f) = (Sib, Q). 
We denote this relationship by X = B XT F. 
The usual relations among face and degeneracy operators yield: 
Lemma 4.2. Zf X = B X, F is a TCP, then r satisfies 
(i) Q = 7ai+r, i > 0, 
(ii) si7 = 7sifl, i > 0, 
(iii) for b E B,, T(a,b)a,T(b) = T($b) and T(sOb) = eq_l, the identity element of 
Kq-1. 
Suppose X = B X, F is a TCP with structural group K and let 7 : X -+ B be the 
projection. Suppose t : B, + A is a local system as above, t, = tr : X, + A and 
t, : B, -+ A x K, is defined by t,(b) = (t(b), T(b)), b E B,. Note A X K, acts con- 
tinuously on Cq(F; G) by (p, g)(u)(f) = ~(u(((s,Jqg)f )). This action commutes 
with 6 and induces an action on Hq(F; G). Lemma 4.2 yields: 
Lemma 4.3. t, is a local system on B. 
Let TP CX = B x, F be the subsimplicial space of all simplicies (b, f) where 
b = si, . . . sib’, b’ E B,, q <p. Just as in Section 2, Tp gives a filtration A*“,’ = {u 
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E Cq(x; G) 1 u(TP- ‘) = O}. As in Section 2 we form a spectral sequence Er*‘*’ 
from {c*(x. G), A*p’q, at,} which satisfies the cohomology version of Theorem 
2.3. Let 4* :‘CP(B; Cq(F; G)) +A*‘*’ by 
+*(u)(bY f) = ~(a@)((a,+i]“f) 
where (b, f)EBp+qXFp+q. 
Definition 4.4. A cochain complex (C *, 8) of topological Abelian groups is 
@table [l-3] if the maps Cq-’ 3 Bq = {i3u ] u E Cqpl] and Zq = {U E Cq 16~ = 01 
+ Zq/B4 have continuous sections. 
Remark. The splittable conditions insure that the homology of C*(B; C*(F; G)), 
with respect to the coboundary operator on C*(F; G), is isomorphic to 
C*(B; H*(F; G)). The complex C*(F; G) is splittable if, for example G = the 
real numbers and F, is locally compact for all q. 
Just as in Theorem 2.6, we have: 
Theorem 4.5. The obvious maps yield isomorphisms 
E”p,q= H,( E;-,, d,_,), r 
E”PJr 
m 
~ D”P,q D*P+‘d-’ 
/ . 
Furthermore, 
O=D *n+l,-l cD*“>Oc . . . r-D*Osn =H”(X; G). 
If C *( F; G) is splittable, then the map 4* induces an isomorphism 
4; : HP( B; Hq( F; G),*) = EcpTq 
where s* : A(B, b,) -+ Auto H*(F; G) is given by s*(T)(u) = t(T)(hg)Y’u. 
Furthermore. 
Theorem 4.6. If G is a commutative ring and the local system s* is trivial, cup 
product on cochains makes Er* into a ring and D* into an ideal where the p and q 
degrees add under multiplication. The maps d, are derivations in the graded sense. 
Finally, $,* is a ring isomorphism with respect to the ring structure on 
H*(B; H*(F; G)) given by UC = (-l)pq’u U v, where u E HP(B; Hq(F; G)) and 
v E HP’(B; Hq’(F; G)). 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. The proof of the theorem has two parts. First we construct 
analogues of the constructions, T + T, T and U, V + U#V, U * V of Section 3 in 
the context of TCP’s. We verify that these constructions satisfy Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.3. If B and F are simplicial sets, the proof of Section 3 for the Ecp,q calculation 
then carries over for B X, F. One then observes that when B,F E 47, the various 
constructions continuously take continuous cochains into continuous cochains and 
hence calculate EtpSq . m the continuous case when the splittable hypothesis holds. 
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Suppose X = B X, F, b E BP and f E F,. If (T = (i,, ii,. . . , i,), denote 
(0, i O,. . . , i& by (0, a>. Let ba E A[q] be defined using the face and degeneracy 
operators as in Section 3. Let f#b : A[q] x A[p] +X by f#b(u’, CT”) = 
(ba”, T(b(0, u”))fv’). If x = (b, f) EX,, let 2 : A[n] x A[n] +X by 2 = b#f. In 
the TCP case we do not need the constructions f * b and .Z. The analogues of 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 are: 
Lemma 4.7. (i) f#b is a simplicial map. 
(ii) If cr’ E A[ql,,, CT” E A[p],,, and a”(O) = 0, then (f#bXa’ x a”) = 
(fa’)#(ba”>. 
(iii> af#b = bp2 where p2. A[q] X A[ p] + A[ p] and b : A[ p] * B by ba = ba. 
(iv> If b E B,, then (T(b)f )M,(b(O,. . . , q), (ON = (f#b)KO,. . . , q), (1)). 
Proof straightforward. 
Lemma 4.8. (i) z? is a simplicial map. 
(ii) Zf u E AIn],,, 2(u X a) = <zl. 
(iii) a((O, 1,. . . , n), (0, 1,. . . , n)) =x. 
(iv) aP = ~xp,. 
Proof straightforward. One now defines I,!I and D,, exactly as in Section 3 and 
takes D, = D, = 0. The analogue of Lemma 3.4 now follows. 0 
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